W h o I s the Most Dignified Student?

W h o I s the Best Girl Dancer?

What we can’t understand is why more of you
students didn’t vote for us seniors. Must be we
haven’t properly impressed you with our dignity,
’cause now we gotta go and let Bud have the honors we were sure one of us would get.

Ebba can keep her feet out from under ours
about the best of anyone and she’s not so heavy
to push around, either. (Note from ballot).

W h o Is the Most Longwinded Faculty Member?
Who I s the Most Bashful Faculty Member?
W e really wouldn’t have thought much about it
but when the votes came in we decided more than
one person had noticed that blush.

And that’s what comes of training the voiceit lasts longer than the untrained. There are a
few faculty members whom we would hate to see
begin to train their voices because we think we
see a vicious look in their eye right now. Mr.
McGenty-owner of the trained voice-leads.

W h o I s the Greatest Ladies’ Man?
The votes were tied for Billberg and Phil and
so Agatha confessed that she really wouldn’t have
voted for Billberg if she had known how to spell
LeMasuriere, so that put Phil one vote ahead.
( W e suspect that wasn’t the only case, either.)

W h o Is the Best Boy Dancer?

W h o Always Recites?
And what we mean is “recite,” not just say a
lot of words. Some people thought we might not
look at that angle so they voted for a few notorious bluffers which of course brought Anna’s total
score a little lower.

( W e had better mention that the standard for
form 2-appearance
on
judging was : 1-good
floor; 3-ease of following). Curly won on all
three. So that eliminates that Freshman who
chased us around the gym for one whole dance at
a high rate of speed. W e didn’t care if we got
there first but it made us dizzy passing people
so fast.

When it comes to being an all around basketball player, an entertaining actress, a quick little
waitress and a girl who still has plenty of time
to spare to do lots of interesting things, we just
knew Karine would take the lead.

What Faculty Member I s Heaviest on
Assignments ?

W h o I s the Tardiest Faculty Member?

W e just suspect that this was the season when
term papers were due and everyone was consequently “Haugland conscious.” If the votes had
been cast a week later when those two hundred
algebra problems were assigned we are pretty sure
the vote would have gone otherwise.

Our of fairness to the losers we would like to
state that this vote was considered on the number
of classes taught. For instance, Mr. Clark doesn’t
teach so many classes so he just got second place,
etc., etc., with Miss Hughbanks and Mr. Dunham
trailing not far behind:

W h o I s the Peppiest Girl?

